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Abstract. This work presents a dataset of cat vocalizations focusing
on the meows emitted in three different contexts: brushing, isolation in
an unfamiliar environment, and waiting for food. The dataset contains
vocalizations produced by 21 cats belonging to two breeds, namely Maine
Coon and European Shorthair. Sounds have been recorded using low-cost
devices easily available on the marketplace, and the data acquired are
representative of real-world cases both in terms of audio quality and
acoustic conditions. The dataset is open-access, released under Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International licence, and it can be retrieved
from the Zenodo web repository.
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1 Introduction

Domestic cats (Felis silvestris catus) produce different vocalizations, with closed
mouth (e.g., purrs and trills), with the mouth held open (e.g., spitting or hiss-
ing), and while the mouth is gradually closing or opening (i.e. meows) [2]. Meows
are considered as the most relevant type of vocalizations used by domestic cats
to communicate with humans [2], whereas undomesticated felids rarely meow to
humans [5], despite being common as an intra-specific vocalization [3]. Conse-
quently, the analysis of meows can be useful to investigate cat-human commu-
nication.

Concerning widespread companion animals, who are often perceived as social
partners [11,13], few studies have been carried out to understand the mechanisms
of their vocal communication with humans. For example, Pongrácz analyzes the
effects of domestication on the vocal communication of dogs [23], McComb et al.
focus on cat purrs [15], and Owens et al. propose a visual classification of feral
cat vocalizations [18].
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In 2019, in the framework of a multi-disciplinary project including veteri-
narians, psychologists, and experts in sound computing, a study was conducted
on the automatic analysis of meows emitted in three different contexts: waiting
for food, isolation in an unfamiliar environment, and brushing. The idea was to
extract the audio characteristics of the sounds produced in response to hetero-
geneous stimuli, where the request for food was expected to induce excitement,
isolation to cause discomfort, and brushing to provoke either positive or nega-
tive responses, depending on the specimen. The results of the project have been
published in [17]. After the design phase, the first step of the project was the
production of a suitable dataset, called CatMeows, now available to the scientific
community for research purposes.

The goal of this paper is to describe CatMeows from different perspectives,
focusing on the protocol used to gather the data (Sect. 2), the internal compo-
sition of the dataset (Sect. 3), and some possible application scenarios (Sect. 4).
Our conclusions will be summarized in Sect. 5.

As detailed below, CatMeows is open access, and it can be retrieved from Zen-
odo,1 a general-purpose open-access repository developed under the European
OpenAIRE program and operated by CERN. The dataset has been assigned the
following DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4007940.

2 Building the Dataset

The goal of this section is to provide details about the whole protocol adopted
to obtain the CatMeows dataset. Section 2.1 will discuss some design choices,
Sect. 2.2 will focus on technical issues related to meow capturing, and Sect. 2.3
will describe post-processing operations.

2.1 Design Choices

For our experiments, one of the critical problems to solve was recording vocaliza-
tions while minimizing the potential influences caused by environmental sounds
and other noises. Moreover, the characteristics of the room (e.g., its topologi-
cal properties, reverberation effects, the presence of furniture, etc.) should not
affect the captured audio signals. A possible solution would have been to record
sounds in a controlled anechoic environment, but, unfortunately, an unfamiliar
space was expected to influence the behavior of the cat in the waiting for food
and brushing scenarios. In fact, the meowing when placed in an unknown envi-
ronment, without other stimuli, was one of the reactions our experiment tried
to capture and analyse.

Technology in use consists in reliable, commercially available, mass-
production sensors, so as to be representative of the sound quality which can be
realistically implemented at the time of writing. The use of such an equipment
should also ease technological transfer.

1 https://zenodo.org/.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4007940
https://zenodo.org/
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Another constraint regarded the relative position of the microphone with
respect to the sound source, that had to be fixed in terms of distance and angle,
as many characteristics to be measured in vocalizations could depend on such
parameters. As a matter of fact, this requirement prevented the adoption of easy
solutions, such as a single omnidirectional microphone or an array of fixed micro-
phones suitably mounted in the room. The input device had to move together
with the sound source, keeping the distance and angle as constant as possible.

Fig. 1. Three of the cats participating in the experiment. A Bluetooth microphone is
mounted on the collar so as to point upwards and keep an almost fixed distance from
their vocal apparatus.

The idea was to capture sounds very close to the source. A number of solu-
tions were explored, including wearable devices somehow attached to the cat’s
back. Being a whole computing system embedding the recording, processing, and
storing chain within a single miniaturized board, such a solution would have been
quite cheap, technologically sound, and extremely easy to adopt. Unfortunately,
this approach could not be applied to cats, since, according to veterinarians, the
perception of a device in close contact with the fur could have produced biased
behavioral results. Moreover, the problem of capturing sound in proximity of the
vocal apparatus would have persisted.

Thus, a refinement of the original idea was to adopt a very small and
lightweight microphone to be placed under the cat’s throat through a collar,
as shown in Fig. 1. The collar is an object the animal is generally already famil-
iar with, so it was not expected to alter its behavior; in other case, the cat was
trained to wear the collar for some days before data recording, until no sign of
discomfort (e.g., scratching the collar, shaking, lip licking, yawning, etc.) was
reported [7,8,16,19,20].

Since the placement of the microphone was the same for all cats, sound modi-
fications due to angle, distance and relative position of the mouth were consistent
across all recordings, thus marginalizing the effects of these parameters. Some
types of information, such as the pitch, did not change, whereas other audio
features resulted biased by a constant factor across recordings.

Finally, it could be argued that different situations could alter cats’ pos-
tures, thus influencing sound production. We did not consider this as a bias,
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since we were interested in the final vocalization outcome, regardless of how the
cat produced it. A change in posture was considered a legitimate and realistic
consequence of the situation. It should be mentioned that if the recording device
was able to catch such an aspect, it would have been considered as a useful
additional information.

2.2 Capturing Audio Signals

Concerning the input device for audio signals, we turned to Bluetooth
connectivity-based products, due to their small dimensions and weight, low
power consumption, good transmission range, low price, and acceptable record-
ing quality.

Bluetooth microphones are usually low-budget devices packed with mono
earphones and optimized for human voice detection. For example, the frequency
range correctly acquired is typically very limited when compared to high-quality
microphones. Nevertheless, in this category of devices, there are products pre-
senting all the features required by our experimentation, specifically for the
development of automatic classification systems.

Fig. 2. Detailed view of the QCY Q26 Pro Bluetooth headset. The microphone is
visible in the form of a small hole in the right part of the image.

For the goals of the project, we selected the QCY Q26 Pro Bluetooth headset
(see Fig. 2), presenting a dynamic range of 98± 3 dB. It transmits audio signals
via Bluetooth with HFP [25] or HSP [6] profiles, introducing a logarithmic A-law
quantization2 at a sampling frequency of 8 kHz. As a consequence, the actual
range of frequencies we could rely on was 0 to 4 kHz. The fundamental frequency
emitted by cats when meowing fall within that range, but some higher-frequency
harmonics could be cut.

The size (15 × 10 × 23 mm) and weight (50 g) of the device were sufficiently
small to be carried by a cat without significant behavioral implications. Interest-
ingly, this microphone represented a very low-budget solution: the whole headset,
including an earphone (obviously not employed in the experimentation), at the
moment of writing can be found in the marketplace for 12 to 25 e.

2 The A-law algorithm is a standard used in European 8-bit PCM digital communi-
cations systems to optimize the dynamic range of an analog signal for digitizing.
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The adoption of the Bluetooth communication protocol greatly simplified
the recording chain. In the experimentation, the headset was paired to a smart-
phone equipped with Easy Voice Recorder PRO, a high-quality audio recording
application supporting the LPCM3 encoding. This aspect was fundamental to
get audio files in a non-supervised environment, e.g. at home, also from people
not expert in the IT field, like most cat owners.

2.3 Post-processing

Non-meowing sounds produced by the cats were discarded (13 instances, still
available in a separate folder of the dataset), and the remaining sounds were cut
so that each file contained a single vocalization, with 0.5 s of leading and trailing
silence segments, or handles.

Table 1. File naming policy: explanation of the pattern C NNNNN BB SS OOOOO RXX.

Placeholder Description Values

C Emission context B: brushing

F: waiting for food

I: isolation

NNNNN Cat name Cat’s unique ID

BB Breed MC: Maine Coon

EU: European Shorthair

SS Sex FI female, intact

FN: female, neutered

MI: male, intact

MN: male, neutered

OOOOO Cat owner Cat owner’s unique ID

R Recording session 1, 2 or 3

XX Vocalization counter 01. . . 99

Files are named after the pattern C NNNNN BB SS OOOOO RXX, where each
placeholder corresponds to a part of the information carried by the file (see
Table 1). Included files follow the wav format type.

3 Composition of the Dataset

The cats recruited for the original project described in [17] were 10 adult Maine
Coon cats (1 intact male, 3 neutered male, 3 intact females and 3 neutered
3 LPCM stands for Linear Pulse-Code Modulation, a standard method to digitally

represent sampled analog signals. In a LPCM stream, the amplitude of the analog
signal is sampled regularly at uniform intervals, and each sample is quantized to the
nearest value within a range of digital linearly spaced steps.
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females) belonging to a single private owner and housed under the same condi-
tions, and 11 adult European Shorthair cats (1 intact male, 1 neutered male, no
intact females and 9 neutered females) belonging to different owners and housed
under heterogeneous conditions.

In presence of at least one veterinarian, cats were repeatedly exposed to three
different contexts that were expected to stimulate the emission of meows:

1. Brushing—Cats were brushed by their owners in their home environment for
a maximum of 5 min;

2. Isolation in an unfamiliar environment—Cats were transferred by their own-
ers into an unfamiliar environment (e.g., a room in a different apartment or
an office). Distance was minimized and the usual transportation routine was
adopted so as to avoid discomfort to animals. The journey lasted less than
30 min and cats were allowed 30 min with their owners to recover from trans-
portation, before being isolated in the unfamiliar environment, where they
stayed alone for maximum 5 min;

3. Waiting for food—The owner started the routine operations that preceded
food delivery in the usual environment the cat was familiar with. Food was
given at most 5 min after the beginning of the experiment.

The typical vocalization in response to a single stimulus was composed by
a number of separated vocalizations. In this case, sound files have been cut
according to the strategy explained in Sect. 2.3.
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Fig. 3. Time-frequency spectrograms of meows originated by the three considered
classes.

The final corpus contains 440 files, organized as shown in Tables 2 and 3.
The total number of files referring to Maine Coon specimens is 188, and 252
for European Shorthair cats. The average length of each file is 1.83 s, with a
variance of 0.36 s. About 1s of each file contains only background noise, due to
0.5s handles before and after the vocalization.

From the analysis of sounds emitted in response to the same stimulus, some
common characteristics emerge, as detailed in Sect. 4.2. For example, Fig. 3 shows
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the spectrograms of samples that resulted to be the medioids of the three emit-
ting context classes. Note that the dataset is imbalanced across contexts, due
to the tendency of cats to not vocalize uniformly. Thus, such imbalances are
indicative of their behavior during cat-human interactions.

Additional files can be found in the repository in a separate folder, with the
following naming convention: C NNNNN BB SS OOOOO FSEQX.wav. These were the
cases where the recorded cat meowed repeatedly, in sequences of many meows
separated only by few seconds of silence.

4 Application Scenarios

CatMeows is open and available to the scientific community for research pur-
poses. In this section, we present possible research directions starting from either
our dataset or a similar collection of sounds, which can be built by following the
protocol described in this paper.

Table 2. Number of files in the CatMeows dataset, grouped by situation, breed (MC
= Maine Coon; EU = European Shorthair), and sex.

Food (92) Isolation (221) Brushing (127)

MC (39) EU (53) MC (92) EU (129) MC (57) EU (70)

Intact males (19) – 5 10 – 4 –

Neutered males (76) 14 8 18 15 17 4

Intact females (68) 21 – 28 – 19 –

Neutered females (277) 4 40 36 114 17 66

Table 3. Number of files for each cat (F: waiting for food, I: isolation, B: brushing).
A horizontal line separates Maine Coon and European Shorthair cats.

ID F I B Total

ANI01 MC FN – 4 6 10

BAC01 MC MN 12 7 – 19

BRA01 MC MN 2 10 7 19

BRI01 MC FI 8 – 7 15

DAK01 MC FN 4 32 4 40

JJX01 MC FN – – 7 7

MEG01 MC FI 4 10 – 14

NIG01 MC MN – 1 4 5

NUL01 MC MI – 10 4 14

WHO01 MC FI 9 18 12 39

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

ID F I B Total

BLE01 EU FN 3 45 – 48

CAN01 EU FN 2 26 26 54

CLE01 EU FN – 20 – 20

IND01 EU FN 10 – 11 21

LEO01 EU MI 5 – – 5

MAG01 EU FN 14 3 10 27

MAT01 EU FN 6 10 10 26

MIN01 EU FN 4 6 4 14

REG01 EU FN 1 1 3 5

SPI01 EU MN 8 15 4 27

TIG01 EU FN – 3 2 5

4.1 Proposed Scenarios

Among many application scenarios, the most obvious one is probably to support
comparative and repeatable experimentation concerning our original project,
that aimed at the automatic classification of cat vocalizations [17]. In detail,
the idea is to have a fully automatic framework with the ability to process
vocalizations and reveal the context in which they were produced, by using
suitable audio signal processing techniques and pattern recognition algorithms.

Another usage of the CatMeows dataset may concern feature analysis in
general. In this scenario, key features are detected in order to better understand
what is meaningful in cat-human communication. Under this perspective, the
original situations in which sounds have been recorded are only examples of
contexts that cause cats to emit vocalizations. Moreover, a statistical analysis of
the dataset’s audio features will be presented and discussed in Sect. 4.2.

Besides, since both cats and situations are univocally identified in the dataset,
it is possible to plan listening sessions aiming to test the ability of humans
in: i) recognizing specimens across different recordings, ii) clustering vocaliza-
tions emitted by different cats in the same context, iii) distinguishing between
male/female cats or specimens belonging to different breeds, etc. In this sense,
some early experiments have already been carried out [24].

Finally, a different scenario implies the investigation of meowing in relation
with cat behavior. While our research took a given stimulus as the input and
the corresponding vocalization as the output, deliberately ignoring behaviors
and emotional states of cats, such aspects could be addressed in other research
projects. To this end, even if in the current version of the dataset sounds are not
tagged from the behavioral or emotional point of view, we are planning to make
the corresponding video recordings available, thus facilitating in-depth affective
analysis as well.
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4.2 Example

To provide some insights on CatMeows and exemplify one of its possible uses,
we carried out a statistical analysis of the dataset’s audio features, and specif-
ically: Vocalization duration D, Level Envelope E, Pitch F0, Tristimulus T1−3,
Roughness R, Brightness B, and Spectral Centroid C (for further information
about audio features, please refer to [1]).

– D is just the duration of the vocalisation;
– E is the envelope profile of audio level, carrying information about dynamics

(i.e. slow amplitude modulations);
– F0 is the fundamental frequency of the sound. As we are dealing with meows,

that are harmonic sounds, such a frequency is supposed to be always present;
– T1−3 is a feature borrowed from color perception and adapted to the audio

domain. T1 is the ratio between the energy of F0 and the total energy, T2

is the ratio between the second, third, and fourth harmonics taken together
and the total energy, and T3 is the ratio between remaining harmonics and
the total energy [22]. Since the sampled signal is strongly band-limited, T3

would have considered only few harmonics – if any – thus it was discarded.
T1−2 was chosen to represent information regarding formants, since with a
such band-limited signal, containing only a reduced number of harmonics, the
actual computation of formants, either with filterbanks or linear prediction
techniques, resulted to be reliable only in a reduced number of cases. The
downside of using T1−3 is that this feature strongly depends on the quality
of F0 estimation;

– R is defined by [9] as the sensation for rapid amplitude variations, which
reduces pleasantness, and whose effect is perceived as dissonant [21]. This is
a timbral perceptual descriptor which may convey information about unpleas-
antness;

– C is the center of mass of the energy distribution across the spectrum. This
feature provides relevant information about the spectral content, without
considering harmonic aspects [12].

The pre-processing consisted in trimming the first and last 0.4 s of the audio
file, and to perform a linear fade-in and fade-out of 0.05 s each. This was made
in order to discard possible background sound events occurred during the 0.5 s
handles before and after the cat vocalisation.

Except for D, all the above-mentioned features are time-varying signals,
extracted either from the short-term Fourier Transform of the sound (for the
frequency domain features), or an equal frame subdivision of the signal (for
time-domain features), so as to have the same temporal resolution for every fea-
ture. In particular we used a window size of 512 samples, with an overlap of 448
samples (that is, an hop-size of 64 samples), and a Hanning windowing function.

– D is expressed in seconds, and computed as the length of the recording minus
one (to remove the duration of silence handles);
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– E is computed as the Root Mean Square (RMS) of each audio frame, and it
is expressed in decibels;

– F0 is computed with the SWIPE′ method [4], limiting the results in the
range 100 Hz–1250 Hz, and ignoring values where the confidence reported by
SWIPE′ is below 0.15. A median filtering with a span of 5 frames helped in
removing artifacts. A visual inspection of the results showed that these set-
tings works well, with only limited and sporadic octave-errors. F0 is expressed
in a logarithmic frequency scale;

– T1−2 are computed via retrieving the energy around F0 and the corresponding
harmonics using a triangular window of 9 FFT bins to mitigate potential F0

errors and the FFT finite resolution. T1−2 are expressed in decibels;
– R is computed using the corresponding function of the MIRToolbox [14] and

more specifically using the strategy proposed in [26].
– C is the weighted mean of the frequencies, using the energy over each fre-

quency as the weight. C is expressed in a logarithmic frequency scale;

To avoid measuring features over silent portions of the signal which typically
burden the modelling process, features that do not rely on F0 (which implicitly
ignores silence and non-periodic portions) were ignored in the instants where
E < 0.0005 (−66 dB). This value has been empirically found to provide almost
perfect silence detection over the entire dataset4.

In order to reduce the time-varying features to a set of global values, and to
mitigate the effects of local errors (of any magnitude), median values and inter-
quartile ranges are calculated for every feature. To grasp information about
temporal aspects, this has been carrier out also to the delta-features (i.e. the
differential of the feature in the temporal dimension). This led to a final feature
space of a dimensionality equal to 25 variables.

Finally, a One-way ANOVA test has been carried out to assess which features
are meaningful in distinguishing three different partitions of the dataset: Male
v.s. Female; European Shorthair v.s. Maine Coon; Brushing v.s. Isolation v.s.
Waiting for food. Results are reported in Table 4, where columns represent the
comparison of two classes, rows represent the feature space, and a “•” mark
points out where ANOVA revealed significant differences (p < 0.05).

From Table 2 it can be seen how isolation is the situation that elicits the
majority of meows, and that European Shorthair cats tend to vocalize more
than Maine Coon. Nevertheless, Table 3 shows a great variability among cats’
reactions to given stimuli. Finally, Table 4 shows that every class can be distin-
guished: the emitting context affects all features; the breed mainly affects D, P ,
E, and C; the sex mainly affects E, and C.

4 Please note that different envelope functions and frame sizes may have different
optimal thresholds.
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Table 4. ANOVA results, where “•” denotes cases with significant differences between
classes. m subscript indicates the median; i subscript indicates interquartile range;
Δ prefix indicates features’ delta. FI = Food-Isolation; FB = Food-Brushing; IB =
Isolation-Brushing; EM = European Shorthair-Maine Coon; FM = Female-Male.

FI FB IB EM FM

D • • •
Pm • • •
Pi • •
ΔPm • •
ΔPi • • • •
Em • • •
Ei • •
ΔEm • • • •
ΔEi • • • •
Cm •
Ci • • • •
ΔCm • • • •
ΔCi •
T1m •
T1i • • •
ΔT1m

ΔT1i • •
T2m •
T2i

ΔT2m

ΔT2i • • •
Rm • •
Ri • • • •
ΔRm

ΔRi • •

5 Conclusions

This paper described the motivation, recording protocol, and contents of a
dataset encompassing cat vocalizations in response to diverse stimuli. It com-
prises a fundamental step in cataloging and modeling cat-human communica-
tion, while, to the best of our knowledge, CatMeows is a unique corpus of audio
documents.

After extensive analysis of the dataset’s contents, we provided potential appli-
cation scenarios as well as an initial statistical analysis of physically/perceptually
meaningful features which could address them. This does not limit the usage
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of unsupervised feature-extraction mechanisms based on deep learning technolo-
gies [10].

Given the wide range of applications, CatMeows has not been divided
in train-test sets beforehand; however, cross-validation techniques are recom-
mended in order to evaluate the generalization capabilities of potential models.
Focusing on reproducibility of the obtained results, which comprises a strong
requirement in modern machine learning-based systems, the dataset is available
to the scientific community. We hope that the availability of CatMeows will
encourage further research in the scientific field of cat-human interaction and
animal welfare in general.

Ethical Statement

The present project was approved by the Organism for Animals Welfare of the
University of Milan (approval n. OPBA 25 2017). The challenging situations
cats were exposed to were required in order to stimulate the emission of meows
related to specific contexts. They were conceived considering potentially stress-
ful situations that may occur in cats’ life and to which cats can usually easily
adapt. In order to minimize possible stress reactions, preliminary information on
the normal husbandry practices (e.g., brushing or transportation) to which the
experimental cats were submitted and on their normal reactions to these prac-
tices were collected by interviews to the owners. Additionally, cats were video
recorded using a camera connected to a monitor for 5 min before the stimulus,
during the stimulus and for 5 min after the stimulus, in order to monitor their
behavior during the isolation challenge, with the idea of stopping the experiment
if they showed signs of excessive stress; however, such a situation never occurred.

Intellectual Property of the Dataset

The dataset is one of the outcomes of an interdepartmental project at [OMIT-
TED]. The dataset is open access, released under Creative Commons Attri-
bution 4.0 International licence.5 It can be retrieved from the following DOI:
10.5281/zenodo.4007940.

The dataset can be freely used for research and non-commercial purposes,
provided that the authors are acknowledged by citing the present paper.
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